
 

Market leader or follower?

Who could have said it better and with more authority than the iconic Steve Jobs that "Innovation distinguishes between
a leader and a follower". It is on this principle that Rocket Creative is built and the products the company designs and
manufactures on a daily basis bears testament to this ethos.

"Our ongoing R&D programme has paid dividends resulting in ultra successful and trend-setting product development. The
resultant technological trickle-down effect to all other elements takes place knowing that our innovations are sound, further
establishing Rocket Creative as the activation industries market leader," says Richard Nilson, founder and MD of Rocket
Creative.

Diana Sellers, Sales Manager of Rocket Creative, elaborates, "A core focus of ours in 2013 is the development of entirely
new and innovative product to captivate our market. In addition to this we will also be making a determined drive to further
evolve and upgrade our existing activation products with our proven fabrication innovations, making a greater number of the
units far lighter and thus easier to use."

One of Rocket Creatives exclusive products, the Galaxy Activation Table has enjoyed significant demand recently through
a range of clientele. Available as standard in a diverse range of guises, the segmented design allows for use singularly or in
multiples thereof to easily create a number of different counter formats.

click to enlarge

Theses derivatives are merely one element of the Rocket Creative extensive range of specialised activation equipment
available to suit clients' requirements. Rocket Creative's existing broad base of blue chip clientele clearly illustrates their
creative capability, capacity and commitment to delivering uniquely aesthetic and desirable branding and display products.

click to enlarge

For your complete creative solution from cutting-edge concept to execution the company

Invites you to become part of the Rocket Creative crew on:

011 791 3922 or az.oc.evitaerctekcor@ofni .
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Rocket Creative goes solar for sustainable client services 22 Sep 2023

Celebrating 25 epic years with Rocket Creative 13 Apr 2023

Rocket Creative rolls out with new eco-ply display hardware 28 Oct 2020

The path to re-establishing contact 20 Aug 2020

Big news! | Rocket Creative is now Level 2 B-BBEE certified 30 Jul 2020

Rocket Creative Design & Display

Rocket Creative Design & Display offer innovative, trend setting and anti-norm visual display products. These
are conceived and originated by fusing our functional enginuity, creativity and inventive spirit with our own very
individual approach to fabrication whilst following our ' Innovation, Simplified ' creative ethos.
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